Denim
Traditionally Crafted
BLUE ARCHIVE
STITCHING • LAUNDRY • FINISHING
Traditionally Crafted
WHO WE ARE

Blue Archive is a new organisation in Thessaloniki, Greece that is set to offer a complete package in terms of denim productions. With a long experience in laundry and having as back support ‘ALEXANDROS GARMENT TREATMENTS’,

Blue Archive will realize a final product, starting from sourcing, CMT, laundry and finishing.

The company ALEXANDROS GARMENT TREATMENTS was founded in 1972 as a small family set up in the field of textile and specifically in the washing and dyeing of ready-made clothes. Since then, the company has grown and evolved.

With our well trained staff and the flexibility of producing in Greece or Bulgaria, Blue Archive will provide solutions and full package service, depending on the needs of the customer.
WHAT WE STAND FOR

- TRANSPARENCY
- SUSTAINABILITY
- FAST SERVICE
- FLEXIBILITY
- FAIRNESS
- ACCURACY
Blue Archive sets high standards in terms of sourcing, merchandising, development and production. Offers a product made in Europe, fair and transparent.

Having experts in key positions, Blue Archive will deliver with precision what promises. With well equipped factories in Greece and Bulgaria, product is being checked on all stages till final delivery.
OUR VISION

Our aim is to preserve high specifications in our offered services and to develop our activities in new markets abroad.

This is a reason why our participation in important exhibitions is frequent not only to gather information about new trends and innovations, but also to demonstrate our own techniques and unique services.
ACCURACY

We have set the highest stitching standards, to deliver what we promise.

Our factories are equipped with modern machinery, so that we can provide a safe product, based on buyer demands.

Our sampling rooms are flexible to arrange small and bigger sms quantities within the requested time tables.

-NO MINIMUMS - SHORT LEAD TIMES-

We see our clients as partners and we want to grow together in the business.

We offer flexibility with no minimum order quantity and we plan together for the fastest delivery dates.

QUALITY CONTROL

Maintaining quality is our primary goal. Garments are checked from prototype till final delivery on all stages. Within our modern facilities, we ensure that product is handled with the highest quality standars.
From the most basic to the most cutting-edge wash process, we offer our washing knowhow using exclusively sustainable materials, friendly to the environment and the end-user alike.

Blue Archive with Alexandros garments treatments, develop and carry out a wide range of processing such as washing, stonewashing, dyeing and specialized processing with the combination of usage of automatised machines (ROBOT) and well-trained personnel.
MAN & MACHINE

Developments in the fashion industry are continuously changing and progressing.

Therefore, our research and development department forms the focus of our interest.

The team dealing with this field is continuously acquiring information about new techniques and, consequently, applies them in order to create innovative results and open new horizons in fashion trends.

Our basic principle is that everything starts at the testing laboratory and continues to develop in the production procedure.
FINAL INSPECTION

We acknowledge our buyers’ different needs and accordingly maintain the highest level of logistics processes.

A separate unit of our facilities, equipped with the most modern ironing and packaging systems.

The products undergo final inspection, before being prepared for shipping.